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An adaptive predictive approach for river level forecasting
José V. Aguilar, Pedro Langarita, Lorenzo Linares, Manuel Gómez
and José Rodellar

ABSTRACT
Efﬁcient ﬂood management requires accurate real-time forecasts to allow early warnings, real-time
control of hydraulics structures, or other actions. Commercially available computing tools typically
use hydraulic models derived from the numerical approximation of Saint-Venant equations. These
tools need powerful computers, accurate knowledge of the riverbed topography, and skilled
operators with a not insigniﬁcant hydraulic background. This paper presents an alternative approach
in which the river basin is modeled as a network of cascade interconnected input–output systems.
Each system is modeled by an adaptive predictive expert model, which provides real-time fast and
accurate forecasts over a moving prediction horizon. The approach is evaluated using real data from
the Ebro river basin in Spain. The main concluded advantages of the new approach are: (1) the
formulation is simple with low computational burden; (2) it does not require topographic information
on the river waterbeds; (3) the forecast may be performed autonomously.
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of water in Spain is mainly caused by the

The most popular discharge routing models, currently in

unequal precipitation distribution, both in space and time,

use and commercially distributed, are based on the laws of

which reduces its availability. As a result, severe drought

physics (HEC-RAS, GISPLANA, QUABIS, MIKE 11).

and ﬂood episodes have occurred over the years, which

Their physical background makes these models very well

has motivated the development of major hydraulic infra-

suited to describe the water ﬂow process with accuracy.

structures whose safety it is vital to ensure during ﬂood

When used for operational forecast, their main drawbacks

episodes. In view of this situation, and after tragic ﬂoods

are twofold: (1) the prediction accuracy may signiﬁcantly

in the north and east of Spain at the beginning of the

depend on the estimation of the parameters, the geometry

1980s, the need arose to deploy Automatic Hydrological

of the waterbeds and the adopted numerical scheme, so

Information Systems (AHIS) in the main river basins.

that the user has to be skilled enough to ensure a meaningful

With the real-time hydrologic–hydraulic data provided by

implementation; (2) they may require high computation

AHIS and other complementary information (weather fore-

times, so that they are normally used for medium- to long-

casts, snow storage, etc.), a decision support system (DSS) is

term forecasts with daily updating.

in operation for ﬂood forecasting (Romeo et al. ). This

The use of black-box (data-driven) models has been pro-

system integrates several mathematical models and compu-

posed as an alternative way to overcome some of the above

ter tools to estimate the time evolution of levels and ﬂows

drawbacks. These models identify a direct relation between

along the different watershed rivers. One of these models

inputs and outputs with reduced insight on the physical pro-

is in charge of describing and calculating the discharge evol-

cesses. Although the ability of these models to describe the

ution along the rivers in the basin.

physical phenomena is reduced, the interest is to exploit
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their simplicity. Their main role is in real-time applications

supplied by a fuzzy set with if-then rules. This fuzzy set is

with short operating times, such as short-term forecasting

built using available data of recorded past ﬂoods.

or automatic control. Artiﬁcial neural networks and soft

The paper presents the methodology and validates its

computing have been among the most commonly used in

effectiveness by using real data of a major ﬂood recorded

recent years to build data-driven models (See & Opeshaw

by the AHIS of the Ebro river in Spain. The results are com-

; Young ; Moradkany et al. ; Bruen & Yang

pared with those obtained by means of a MIKE 11 based

; Alvisi et al. ; Pulido-Calvo & Portela ;

DSS system.

Tsanis et al. ; Fernández et al. ; Islam ; Sham-

This paper is an extended version of a previous paper
ﬁrst presented at the 2011 IEEE International Conference

seldin ; Seckin ).
Another approach, motivated by the aim of deriving simpliﬁed forecasting models, is the so-called data-based

on Networking, Sensing and Control in Delft, The Netherlands (Aguilar et al. ).

mechanistic modeling (Romanowicz et al. , ). In
this approach, input–output discrete-time linear models are
identiﬁed to describe river reaches. Upstream water levels

PREDICTION ARCHITECTURE

are the inputs for these models, which are estimated by
means of a nonlinear rainfall–water level relation. At the

Adaptive models

end, the approach gives real-time updated water level forecasting at speciﬁed desired locations over a speciﬁc future

A river basin can be modeled as a set of cascade intercon-

time horizon.

nected systems, where each system output is the input to

The aim of this work is to propose a new, simple but

the subsequent system. Each system receives additional

effective forecasting method exhibiting the following

inputs from a number of gauging stations located along the

features:

main river and their tributary rivers and supplies the

•

It is based on the formulation of a novel prediction

output through a gauging station located at the downstream

scheme with simple input/output models with time vary-

end of the main river reach. Water levels are the physical

ing parameters and time delays, which incorporate real-

variables measured at each station.

•
•

time parameter adaptation and fuzzy logic rules.

It is clear that the behavior of these systems is complex

It is designed to operate autonomously to supply online

and physically based nonlinear models should be adopted if

hourly forecasts over a long-range prediction horizon.

the purpose is to perform accurate simulations. But, under

It is formulated without the need to know the geometry of

certain operation conditions and for online purposes (as pre-

the waterbed.

dictions or automatic control), the dynamics can be locally
described by input–output discrete-time linear equations

In this paper, a large river basin is modeled as a set of
cascade

interconnected

discrete-time

linear

with appropriate parameters. Different operation conditions

adaptive

for the same physical process may require different local

models representing the different reaches. All the inputs

linear representations. However, a single model can be

and outputs are water levels, which are measured by a net-

adopted for the overall set of conditions with a linear struc-

work of gauging stations with a short (hourly) sampling

ture but with time varying parameters.

time. The model parameters are updated at each sampling
time by an adaptation algorithm (Martín-Sánchez & Rodellar ) and used to perform forecasts of the downstream

For a generic system, the following input–output model
is considered:

level of each reach. These forecasts are performed in real
time at each sampling instant over a future prediction horizon, which usually has the same length as the observed
time delay in the reach. In order to improve the predictions,
the updated model parameters are weighted by coefﬁcients
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where ui and y denote the inputs and the output, respect-

may have the structure of the model in Equation (1), but

ively, at each sampling time k; ri(k) denotes the time

without the unknown disturbance variable. The designer

delays between the output and the corresponding inputs

has to choose the model orders for the input and output vari-

and a(k) and b(k) are parameters. In general, delays and par-

ables. In this work, a ﬁrst order model has been chosen for

ameters can be time dependent, trying to capture the system

all variables. Further studies could consider second or

nonlinearities in a reasonably practical way. Variable Δ(k)

higher orders to implement the proposed approach.

may represent some unknown disturbances.

Therefore, the following estimation model is considered:

Equation (1) is usually written in the following compact
^yðkjk  1Þ ¼ θ^ðk  1ÞT XðkÞ,

form:
yðkÞ ¼ θðkÞT XðkÞ þ ΔðkÞ

(2)



θðkÞT ¼ a1 ðkÞ,    , b11 ðkÞ,    , bp1 ðkÞ,   

(4)

^1 ðk  1Þ,    , b
^p ðk  1Þ is the
^ðk  1Þ, b
where θ^ðk  1ÞT ¼ ½a
vector containing the parameters estimated at time instant

XðkÞ ¼ ½yðk  1Þ,   

k  1. This is referred to as a priori estimation, since
^yðkjk  1Þ denotes the estimation of the current output at

up ðk  rp ðkÞ  1Þ    is the regression vector including all

instant k but it is performed using the information available

the inputs and outputs previous at time instant k. In this
work, all these variables are water levels, which are

at previous instant k  1, which is included in the regression


 
vector XðkÞT ¼ yðk  1Þ,    , up k  rp ðkÞ  1    .

measured at the gauging stations and transmitted to the con-

The a priori estimation error is deﬁned as follows:

where
the

parameter

vector

and

is

T

trol center.
eðkjk  1Þ ¼ yðkÞ  ^yðkjk  1Þ

(5)

Time delays
Using this error and the input–output vector, the parIt is known that the time required for a ﬂood to propagate

ameters are updated by the following adaptation law:

along the river is not constant. Indeed, it varies depending
on several reasons, particularly on the ﬂow magnitude.
Accurate estimation of time delays is really difﬁcult and
requires hydraulic and topographical data of the river
basin. Since the objective of this work is not to rely on
such types of information, the time delays ri(k) used in the
models (1) are calculated as follows:
8
< ri1 ,
ri ðkÞ ¼ fi ðyðkÞÞ,
:
ri2 ,

if yðkÞ  γ i1
if γ i1  yðkÞ  γ i2
if yðkÞ  γ i2

θ^ðkÞ ¼ θ^ðk  1Þ þ

eðkjk  1Þ
BXðkÞ
1 þ XT ðkÞBXðkÞ

(6)

where B is a positive deﬁnite weighting matrix. Once
the parameters are updated, the following a posteriori
estimation error is deﬁned and may be used to validate the
effectiveness of the adaptation mechanism (4)–(6):

(3)

eðkjkÞ ¼ yðkÞ  ^yðkjkÞ ¼ yðkÞ  θ^ðkÞT XðkÞ

(7)

Such a validation will be presented for the Ebro river
where ri1 , ri2 , γ i1 , and γ i2 are constant parameters and fi are
linear functions, which are selected through the analysis of
historical data of past ﬂood events.

basin under study.
This adaptation and estimation scheme is described in
detail in Martín-Sánchez & Rodellar (), including a
mathematical study on convergence and stability.

Adaptation mechanism

It is worth mentioning that the above estimation
approach is not based on an optimization perspective,

In order to perform the parameter adaptation, the ﬁrst step

where parameters are updated to minimize some criterion

is to obtain an estimation of the real measured output y(k).

involving the estimation error. This is a quite natural

An appropriate mathematical model for the estimation

objective in a modeling context, where the objective is the
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identiﬁcation of the parameters to achieve the best possible

prediction over a longer time interval [k,k þ N], it could be

model in terms of capturing the system dynamics for simu-

expected that the operation conditions will change, particu-

lation purposes. In this case, a priori correlation or mutual

larly as the time horizon and the ﬂood magnitude increase.

information analysis among variables may be relevant to

Consequently, it does not seem advisable to model the

ensure a statistically consistent estimation (Bowden et al.

dynamics of the reaches over the whole prediction interval

a, b).
The methodology used in this work is based on stability,

[k,k þ N], just by keeping constant the updated parameters
^1 ðkÞ,    b
^p ðkÞ.
^ðkÞ, b
a

and the emphasis is on ensuring that the estimated par-

The way proposed to deal with this issue is to assign

ameters converge to some values, while keeping the

time-varying weights to the model parameters aiming to

estimation error bounded in the presence of unknown dis-

accommodate varying conditions along the prediction hor-

turbances. This convergence is efﬁcient in the sense that

izon. Altogether, the following prediction scheme is

iteratively reduces the square of the estimation error in the

proposed in this work based on weighted ﬁrst order adaptive

gradient direction, which means in the direction of the

models:

best actual system output tracking. Within this perspective,
the problem of correlation of variables is not relevant

^yðk þ jjkÞ ¼ a
^ðkÞAð jÞ^yðk þ j  1jkÞ
^1 ðkÞB1 ð jÞu
^ 1 ðk  r1 ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ
þb


^p ðkÞBp ð jÞu
^ p k  rp ðkÞ þ j  1jk :
þ  þ b

since the objective is not to identify the best possible
model. This scheme allows working satisfactorily with
reduced order models. The objective is to have a simpliﬁed
model able to track the system output and to have adaptive
capability to system changes for control or prediction
purposes.
Recent applications of this methodology to automatic
control of irrigation canals have been presented in Aguilar
et al. (, ). The motivation of the present study is to

In this model the notation ^yðk þ jjkÞ represents the
output
kþj

predicted

for

the

future

model is redeﬁned at each time k starting from the available
measured inputs and outputs, i.e.,
^yðk þ 1  1jkÞ ¼ yðkÞ

Prediction

^ n ðk  rn ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ ¼ un ðk  rn ðkÞ þ j  1Þ
u
for j ¼ 1,    , rn ðkÞ þ 1;

prediction scheme to forecast the output level of each
system. To be more precise, at each real sampling time k,
the aim is to perform an online prediction over a future
time interval [k,k þ N], where N is a prescribed time

instant

ð j ¼ 1,    , N Þ made at the present time k. The

explore their potential for online prediction.

The ﬁnal objective of this work is to develop and validate a

(8)

for

j ¼ 1;

(9)
^ n ðk  rn ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ ¼ ^ync ðk  rn ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ
u
for j ¼ rn ðkÞ þ 2,    N;
n ¼ 1,    , p

on

In this model, Að jÞ, B1 ð jÞ,    , Bp ð jÞ are the weighting

inputs and outputs that has been captured prior to the

parameters, which are calculated at each future prediction

prediction instant k, along with the adaptive models

time k þ j. A fuzzy logic scheme has been designed for this

described above.

purpose and is described in the next subsection.

horizon.

This

prediction

will

use

information

As previously discussed, linear representation of non-

Notice that, in the prediction scheme stated in

linear processes can be reasonably acceptable if the

Equations (8) and (9), the information can be divided into

parameters are updated as the operation point varies.
^1 ðkÞ,    , b
^p ðkÞ are adapted at
^ðkÞ, b
Once the parameters a

two groups: (1) the inputs and outputs that are physically

time k by a mechanism such as the one presented in the pre-

ried out; and (2) the inputs that correspond to future

vious section, the models are well suited to estimate the

instants, which have not been measured. Clearly all the out-

outputs for a short future time. But if we consider a ﬂood

puts at k and previous time instants are known. Thus, the
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predicted output is redeﬁned with the current value y(k) as

Knowledge base: it is composed by the database for the

stated in the ﬁrst equation in Equation (9). The values of

membership functions of the input/output variables and a

the inputs un ðn ¼ 1,    pÞ are known for the prediction

set of rules that characterizes the policy and objectives of

instants j ¼ 1,    , r n ðkÞ þ 1, since they correspond to

the human expert knowledge.

instants prior to k. Thus, these values may be used in the prediction model (8) as stated in the second equation in
Equation (9). However, when extending the prediction to
instants beyond the time delay j ¼ rn(k) þ 2,· · · N, we have

Inference engine: it combines the rules and gives the
fuzzy output variable.
Defuzzyﬁcation interface: it transforms the fuzzy output
variable into a numerical variable.

inputs that correspond to future instants and the corre-

With an intuitive view, fuzzy logic may be interpreted as

sponding values are not known at the current prediction

a black box, which gives an output variable from several

time k. Most of the systems in the network are connected

input variables. As an example, without loss of generality,

in such a way that the inputs for a system are outputs result-

consider the following single input–single output ﬁrst

ing from previous systems. This is clearly observed in the

order predictive model:

section devoted to the case study. Since the predictions for
all the systems are carried out in a sequential cascade
order, the inputs un(n ¼ 1,· · · p) for a speciﬁc system for
the future instants j ¼ rn(k) þ 2,· · · N are not exactly known,
but their values have already been predicted by the
prediction scheme. Thus, their predicted values can be
used in Equation (8) as inputs. This strategy is summarized
in the third equation in Equation (9), where
^ync ðk  rn ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ denotes these predicted values. In
the case that the system under prediction has some input
that is not the output of a connected system (like those at
the head of the network), the above future values are unavailable either from measurements or from the prediction
scheme. The prediction scheme allows the inclusion of
these future values from other alternative sources. In this
study, for those speciﬁc cases, estimations from a rainfall–
runoff model have been used, which is in operation in the
management center of the Ebro river basin.
Fuzzy logic scheme

^yðk þ jjkÞ ¼ a
^ðkÞAð jÞ^yðk þ j  1jkÞ
^ðkÞBð jÞu
^ ðk  r ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ:
þb

(10)

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the fuzzy structure to
calculate the parameter B(j) in Equation (10). It has two
input variables: (1) Input_1, which represents the increment
in the predicted output system at prediction time instant j;
and (2) Input_2, which represents the increment in the
system input also at time j. The output given by the fuzzy
block is the value of parameter B(j).
The incremental variables are deﬁned as follows:
Input 1ð jÞ ¼ ^yðk þ j  1jkÞ  ^yðk þ j  2jkÞ
^yðk þ 1  1jkÞ ¼ yðkÞ
^yðk þ 1  2jkÞ ¼ yðk  1Þ
^yðk þ 2  2jkÞ ¼ yðkÞ

for j ¼ 1
for j ¼ 1
for j ¼ 2

(11)

^ðk  rðkÞ þ j  2Þ
Input 2ð jÞ ¼ ^μðk  rðkÞ þ j  1Þ  μ

Fuzzy logic is a mathematical scheme with capacity to oper-

The use of incremental variables in the fuzzy blocks has

ate with ambiguous concepts and information, which are

clear physical meaning: the objective is that the calculation

typical in the qualitative human reasoning. It allows drawing
quantitative conclusions from a collection of observations
and a set of qualitative rules.
The structure of a fuzzy system has four main
components:
Fuzzyﬁcation interface: it performs scaling and conversion of the input variable data into appropriate linguistic
values.
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of the parameter B(j) takes into account whether the ﬂood
at prediction time k þ j is increasing or decreasing, both at
the system input and output, and uses the corresponding
time variations.
As a practical example, let us consider the fuzzy structure for a particular system. It is part of the case study
fully described in the next section, speciﬁcally System 9 in
Table 1, which relates two gauge stations, named A002
and A011, respectively. The elements of the fuzzy structure
are summarized as follows and illustrated by Figures 2–4.
Table 1

|

Information on systems and models

Figure 2

|

Fuzzy sets for Input_1(j).

Figure 3

|

Fuzzy sets for Input_2(j).

Figure 4

|

Fuzzy sets for output B(j).

Initial
Initial model

Input–output

delays

distances (km)

(h)

System

Variables

Station

parameters

1

Input_1

A161

0.06

52.8

7

Input_2

A188

0.08

17.3

3

Output

A001

0.8

Input_1

A001

0.2

123.9

16

Input_2

A165

0.034

124.8

17

Input_3

A074

0.104

119.7

16

Input_4

A281

0.034

90.4

8

Output

A120

0.8

Input_1

A071

0.12

48.0

5

Output

A003

0.8

Input_1

A084

0.12

65.6

7

Input_2

A069

0.2

69.7

7

Output

A004

0.8

Input_1

A264

0.04

23.9

4

Input_2

A064

0.24

25.0

4

Output

A065

0.8

Input_1

A065

0.072

75.1

10

Input_2

A101

0.1

73.6

10

Output

A005

0.8

Input_1

A290

0.16

40.0

6

Output

A260

0.8

Input_1

A120

0.15

74.9

14

Input_2

A003

0.03

44.9

8

Input_3

A004

0.08

32.9

7

Input_4

A005

0.1

33.8

7

Output

A002

0.8

Input_1

A002

0.13

137.4

20

Input_2

A260

0.02

79.4

12

Output

A011

0.8

2

3
4

5

6

7
8

9
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unknown variations in the system dynamics during the
future prediction intervals.

The knowledge base is designed with eight fuzzy rules:
1. If Input_1(j) Neg and Input_2(j) Neg then B(j) Ll
2. If Input_1(j) Neg and Input_2(j) Pos then B(j) B2
3. If Input_1(j) Ll_ne and Input_2(j) Neg then B(j) B2
4. If Input_1(j) Ll_ne and Input_2(j) Pos then B(j) B3
5. If Input_1(j) Ll_po and Input_2(j) Neg then B(j) Ll
6. If Input_1(j) Ll_po and Input_2(j) Pos then B(j) B1
7. If Input_1(j) Pos and Input_2(j) Neg then B(j) L1
8. If Input_1(j) Pos and Input_2(j) Pos then B(j) L1

CASE STUDY: LEVEL PREDICTION IN THE EBRO
RIVER
The adaptive predictive expert (APE) prediction methodology proposed in this paper is validated using the real
data of a ﬂood that occurred in the Ebro river basin in February 2009. The surface of the basin is 32,700 km2 and is
modeled decomposed into nine dynamic systems with a

An inference mechanism is used for systems of Mandani

total of 21 gauging stations. In these stations, the levels of

type with the ‘and’ connectivity operator (product method)

the basin rivers are measured in real time and the data are

and maximum rule aggregation. The centroid method is

transmitted to a control center each 15 minutes. In this

used for defuzzyﬁcation.

study, the prediction scheme is used with a time period of

The selection of the intervals for each fuzzy set is done

1 h to forecast all the station levels that are selected as

when the prediction scheme is validated with the historical

the outputs of the systems. Figure 5 shows the modeling

data of past ﬂoods.

of the whole basin indicating the 21 gauging stations.

Fuzzy logic has been used in a number of forecasting

Table 1 gives the most relevant information to characterize

approaches, mainly combined with artiﬁcial neural net-

all the systems, including the input–output stations, the

works (Alvisi et al. ; Fernández et al. ; Seckin

initial parameters of the estimation models (4), and the

). The way fuzzy logic enters into the approach pre-

corresponding initial time delays.

sented in this paper is different. The idea here is to help to

Two classes of systems coexist in the basin: those with

modify the model parameters to compensate for possible

fast response (Systems 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and those with slow

Figure 5

|

Map with the river gauge network.
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response (2, 8, 9). Fast systems are characterized by short
lengths and big slopes, which make the time delays
between upstream inputs and downstream outputs relatively small and with small variations. On the other
hand, slow systems have signiﬁcant dimensions and relatively small slopes. This corresponds to normal small
time delays but, when the ﬂood magnitude increases, the
riverbeds become signiﬁcantly wider and the time delays
become longer. To have an idea of the ﬂood magnitudes,
the maximum ﬂows in the event of February 2009 ranged
between 150 and 2,600 m3/s. A detailed description of
the river basin is freely available through the ofﬁcial web
site of the Confederación Hidrográﬁca del Ebro: www.sai-

Figure 6

|

Time history of ﬂood that occurred in 2007.

hebro.com.
For the sake of space limitations, this paper presents

Table 2

|

Output levels in station A011. Time delays for the input at station A002

results for the station A011 only. This is the output of
System 9, the most important in the whole network

1.5 m

2.5 m

4m

4.75 m

5.75 m

since it is located in a big city with a population over

20 h

32 h

40 h

50 h

65 h

500,000. Besides presenting the results, practical insights
are also given about the implementation of the methodology, particularly on the calculation of the time delays

Selection of the initial model parameters

and the selection of the initial values of the model
parameters.

A good selection of the initial parameters is important and

Calculation of time delays

has to be done with some physical insight. The initial par^ð0Þ ¼ 0:8 for all
ameters for the outputs are selected as a
the systems. The reason is that all the systems are stable (a

When describing the prediction architecture in previous sec-

bounded input produces a bounded output). This imposes

tions, it has been stated that the time delay between the

the condition that the adaptation mechanism must keep
^ðkÞ < 1, since
this parameter always under the condition a

inputs and the output for each system in the network is a
Equation (3). The constant parameters in Equation (3)

the models in this study in Equation (4) have a ﬁrst order
^ðkÞ is the single pole. The initial value 0.8
structure and a

have been obtained in practice by analyzing the data from

is coherent with this condition.

function of the output level at each time k, as given in

four past ﬂood events that occurred in 2001, 2003, 2007,

In order to understand the systematic procedure that has

and 2008. Figure 6 displays the time histories of the water

been developed in this work to select the initial input par-

level at stations A002 and A011 (System 9) for the ﬂood of

ameters, let us consider again System 9 as a prototype

2007. By observing these data and the corresponding time

case. It has two inputs supplied by stations A002 and

histories of the other three ﬂoods, the time delay between

A260 and has the single output at station A011.

the input (A002) and the output (A011) are given for several

A ﬁrst observation is done to the gauging plots (ﬂow-

values of the output in Table 2. The time delays for inter-

level measurements) at the stations A002 and A260 shown

mediate output levels are calculated by means of linear

in Figure 7. They are very relevant for the selection of the

interpolation.

initial model parameters, since these plots give information

The calculation of the time delays for all the stations that
supply inputs to the system in the network is performed as
for the case described for station A002.
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on the relative inﬂuence of both inputs over the output.
By taking data from these two plots, a relation close to
6.5 is detected between the ﬂows at the stations A002 and
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^A260 is the remaining parameter value to be chosen.
where b
By taking the input and output variables from the plots in
Figure 8 at time k ¼ 25 and substituting them into Equation
^A260 and thus obtain all the initial
(12), we may solve for b
model parameters for System 9. These values and those corresponding to all the systems in the network are given in
Table 1.
It can be noticed that this procedure chooses the initial
model parameters in normal steady-state conditions. Then, if
the adaptation–prediction scheme is turned on in such a
Figure 7

|

condition, the models are well prepared for the operation
Gauging plots.

of the adaptation mechanism in ﬂood conditions.

A260 for a range of levels between 2 and 3 m. This means
that the initial parameter for the input A002 should be
around 6.5 times bigger than the parameter for the input

RESULTS

A260 if the adaptation–prediction scheme starts operating
when the A002 level is around 2–3 m range. The experience

After having the models prepared as described in the pre-

shows that this range is normal for long time periods.

vious sections, the prediction scheme is validated using a

To obtain the speciﬁc initial values for the inputs A002

ﬂood event that occurred in 2009. Figure 9 shows the time

and A260, data of a past ﬂood episode are used when the

histories for the variables of System 9. It is recognized that

system is in a steady state and the A002 level is within the

the initial output level A011 is lower than 1.5 m, so that

2–3 m range. Figure 8 displays the ﬂood which occurred in

the initial time delay in station A002 is 20 h. It is also seen

2001; note that these conditions hold at the beginning of

that the A002 level is 2 m, which allows the initial model

the time history. The relation between input and output vari-

parameters given in Table 1 to be taken.

ables at this steady-state scenario can be written in the

The effectiveness of the prediction methodology is
tested in two steps:

following form:

1. The ability of the estimation model (4) and the adaptation
yA011 ðkÞ ¼ ^yA011 ðkÞ ¼ 0:8A011 ðk  1Þþ

mechanism (6) is evaluated.

^A260 uA002 ðk  20  1Þ þ b
^A260 uA260 ðk  12  1Þ
þ 6:5 b
(12)

Figure 8

|

Levels in System 9 for the 2001 ﬂood.
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2. The precision of the predictive expert model (8) is
checked.

Figure 9

|

Input–output levels in System 9 for the 2009 ﬂood.
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For the ﬁrst step, Figure 10 shows the a posteriori estimation ^yðkjkÞ deﬁned below in Equation (13) for the
whole ﬂood episode for the output A011, together with the
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forecasts are calculated within a time interval prior to
the occurrence of signiﬁcant peaks in the registered
2009 episode under study.
2. At each real-time instant k over the whole ﬂood episode,

real measured output:

the prediction for a future instant k þ j is performed and
^yA011 ðkjkÞ ¼ a
^ðkÞyA011 ðk  1Þþ

the absolute mean value of the prediction error over the

^1 ðkÞuA002 ðk  r1 ðkÞ  1Þ þ b
^2 ðkÞuA260 ðk  r2 ðkÞ  1Þ
þb
(13)
The estimation error (7) is also plotted in Figure 10. The
absolute mean value of this error for the whole episode is
really small (0.003 m), thus emphasizing the effectiveness
of the adaptive model to represent the actual input–output
behavior.
In the second step, the effectiveness of the predictive
expert model is tested, which takes the following form:

for different prediction instants j, further signiﬁcant
insights on the precision and anticipation ability are
obtained.
In Figure 9, it is observed that two signiﬁcant peaks are
produced in station A011 for hourly time instants 285 and
648. Figures 11 and 12 show the predictions (14) made at
time instants k ¼ 239 and k ¼ 602 over a future time horizon
of 48 h. The time axis represents the prediction instants
j ¼ 1, . . . , 48: The lower plots give the corresponding prediction errors.

^yA011 ðk þ jjkÞ ¼ a
^ðkÞAð jÞ^yA011 ðk þ j  1jkÞþ
^1 ðkÞB1 ð jÞu
^ A002 ðk  r1 ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ
þb

whole episode is obtained. By doing this second analysis

In the Ebro river basin processing center, the system
(14)

^2 ðkÞB2 ð jÞu
^ A260 ðk  r2 ðkÞ þ j  1jkÞ
þb

operators perform forecasts (usually once a day) of river
levels in ﬂood episodes with the help of MIKE 11-based
DSS system. They solve the one-dimensional Saint-Venant

where the values of the input and outputs for each j are

equations with discretization time of 90 seconds and spatial

obtained as indicated in Equation (9).

discretization of 8 km.

Two criteria are used for the assessment:

In Figures 13 and 14, two forecasts (previous to maximum levels) calculated with the DSS are shown and are

1. An analysis is carried out to study how the level peaks on

compared with forecasts (corresponding to the same time

the ﬂood episode are predicted in terms of precision and

instant) calculated with APE models. The lower part of

anticipation. To do this, tests are performed where

each ﬁgure plots the prediction errors resulting for each

Figure 10

|

Estimated and real output A011 plus estimation error.
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Figure 11

|

Prediction at time 239 with a horizon of 48 h.
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Figure 14

Prediction at time 602 with a horizon of 48 h.
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Prediction at time 611 with a horizon of 32 h.

Absolute mean prediction errors for water level

Prediction at time

Absolute mean prediction error (m)

253

APE 0.13

611

APE 0.06

DSS 0.17
DSS 0.07

It gives the absolute mean error, over the whole ﬂood
episode, between the predicted level output and the real
one when a prediction for a prescribed future time instant
k þ j is done at each real-time instant k. Table 4 gives this
Figure 13

|

error for several future times.

Prediction at time 253 with a horizon of 32 h.

Figures 15–19 show the full time histories of the predictions (and the errors) made at each real time instant k for the
method. The absolute mean value of this error for the two

future time instants k þ j.

forecasts is shown in Table 3.

The predictions observed in Figures 15–19, along with

From an overall view of Figures 11–14 and Table 2, it

the absolute mean errors, conﬁrm the ability of the proposed

can be observed that the APE scheme supplies a satisfactory
forecast of peak levels, with signiﬁcant anticipation and
reduced errors, being competitive with the system under current operation.
The second analysis is quantiﬁed by the following criterion:
672
1 X
EA011 ð jÞ ¼
jyA011 ðk þ jÞ  ^yA011 ðk þ jjkÞj:
672 k¼1
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Table 4

|

Absolute mean prediction errors for level A011

Prediction instant j (h)

Absolute mean prediction error (m)

6

0.024

15

0.051

24

0.071

33

0.097

41

0.122
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Figure 15

|

Predictions made at each time k for future instants k þ 6.

Figure 16

|

Predictions made at each time k for future instants k þ 15.
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Figure 18

|

Predictions made at each time k for future instants k þ 33.

Figure 19

|

Predictions made at each time k for future instants k þ 41.

|
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scheme to perform online forecasts with several future time
horizons. These time horizons go from 6 h ahead to 41 h
ahead. The error increases as the prediction horizon is
longer, but the error is small in all cases. To interpret the
main reason why the prediction error increases with the prediction horizon, we may come back to Equations (8) and (9)
deﬁning the prediction scheme and the subsequent discussion on which is the available information for the
predictive models in the prediction intervals [k,k þ N].
When the time horizon is small (in comparison with the
time delays in the different reaches), all the required
inputs may be available from measurements at the time k
Figure 17

|

Predictions made at each time k for future instants k þ 24.
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when the predictions are performed, since they may be
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outputs from upstream reaches. In this case, the prediction
uses exact information without uncertainty. For longer
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During ﬂoods of major intensity, river overﬂows and ﬂoods
happen. Such ﬂows coming out of the river between

time horizons, some predictions may demand inputs that

two river gauge stations are always unknown. Therefore,

have not yet been measured at time k, which are predicted

they are a source of errors in the predictions made by

and thus subject to errors.

hydraulic model-based systems. In these ﬂood scenarios,
APE models may be particularly well suited since they

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a new approach for river level

may be able to identify in real time the new ﬂood dynamics.
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